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Terrell Unit Canning Plant Assistant Manager
Roland Villarreal inspects sweet potatoes as they
are processed for canning.
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degrees, with cooking times ranging from 22
to 115 minutes. Upon completion of the cooking process, the baskets are removed and immersed in a cooling canal that contains chlorinated water to kill any residual bacteria
that might have entered microscopic openings of the heated can.
Following the retort process, the cooled, finished canned products are placed in corrugated boxes that are sealed, labeled, stacked
on pallets, and stored at the canning plant
warehouse for a minimum of 30 days to
identify potential canning defects.
The canning plant produces nearly two million one-gallon cans of finished product per
year. Once ready for shipment, they are loaded onto TDCJ transportation services’ trailers and delivered to the agency’s warehouses
for distribution to the units.
By utilizing a variety of functional areas
within the agency in the planning, procuring, planting, harvesting, transporting, storing, preparation and serving of these food
products for consumption by the offender
population, the canning plant and edible
crops program provide the agency another
cost-effective way to help meet offender food
requirements.l
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